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Abstract
The Z-accelerator at the Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) was modified in 1996 to deliver a 20 MA pulse to
a z-pinch load in 100 ns. The pulsed-power driver is a 36module waterline accelerator. Each waterline contains four
self-break switches as part of the pulse-forming section. A
study was conducted to investigate the effects of increasing
the capacitance of the waterline switches on the shape of
the electrical prepulse at the load. Past studies have shown
that increasing the prepulse at the z-pinch load increases
the x-ray output power. In this study, one set of switches
with its surrounding waterline hardware was modeled in 3D and capacitance calculated using the electrostatic code,
COULOMB. The capacitance values were used in a
SCREAMER model of the Z-accelerator. SCREAMER,
an SNL-developed, lumped-element circuit code was used
to calculate the time-dependent current waveforms
delivered to the z-pinch load. The design was changed and
a new capacitance matrix and output waveforms were
calculated. This paper presents the results of the
COULOMB 3-D modeling, and the SCREAMER circuitmodel analyses.

I. INTRODUCTION
In some applications of pulsed power accelerators it is
desirable to produce an electrical output that contains no
prepulse. A water switching technique was developed at
Sandia National Laboratories which reduces the prepulse
voltage by reducing the capacity across the waterline
switch [1]. The switching technique allows the pulse
forming lines to be stacked in parallel and electrically
isolated from the load after the line has been discharged.

On the Z-accelerator, the prepulse is suppressed by the
use of a pre pulse shield in the switch geometry.
In other applications, it is desirable to produce an
output that contains a prepulse. In an experiment
performed to investigate the influence of a prepulse current
on a fiber z-pinch, it was reported [2] that the x-ray yield
increased by several factors when the prepulse current
increased
In the subject study, the 3-D models of the waterline
switch and associated hardware are developed fir
configurations with and without a prepulse shield. The
computer code COULOMB [3] was used to develop the
model and to calculate the capacitance of the switch fer
each case. The switch capacitance for each one was
incorporated in the SCREAMER model of the Zaccelerator. SCREAMER [4] was used to calculate the
resulting time-dependent current prepulse waveforms at
the z-pinch load. The results of the COULOMB and
SCREAMER analyses are presented for a waterline
configured with and without a prepulse shield.

II. THE SWITCH MODEL
Each waterline in the pulse-forming section of the Zaccelerator contains four self-break switches, a prepulse
shield, and supporting hardware. The geometrical model
was developed in COULOMB using the computer-aideddrawing capabilities of the software. The waterline was
modeled as a two-section metal cylinder. One section was
drawn as a 68" diameter cylinder, 23" long. The second
section was drawn as a 54" diameter cylinder, 22.5" long.
The prepulse shield was modeled as a 0.5'' thick plate,
54" in diameter, and containing a 15.25" diameter hole in
each quadrant of the shield. The prepulse shield was
situated in between the two water-filled cylinders.
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Each switch pair was modeled as two metal spheres
connected to supporting structures by metal rods. The
two spheres are separated by a 2.756" gap. A 2.75"
diameter sphere is mounted on a rod that is 0.375" in
diameter, and 1.0" long on the input line. A 2.5"
diameter sphere is mounted on a rod that is 0.75" in
diameter and 7.75" long on the output line. This side c:f
the switch extends through the 15.25" diameter hole in
the prepulse shield. The supporting structures were
modeled as oblong shaped metal rings. The top ring was
6" wide and 9" long. The bottom ring was 2" wide and
7" long. The four switches have a periodic symmetry
about the center axis; consequently, only one quadrant c:f
the model was needed to calculate the capacitance of the
switches. The COULOMB 3-D model of the waterline
with four switches is shown in Figure 1 where the
waterline is rotated 90° counter-clockwise from the
horizontal. One quadrant of the waterline section is
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 3. One quadrant of the waterline switch without a
prepulse shield.
The upper volume, the lower volume, and the hole in
the prepulse shield contained water as a dielectric (er =
81 ). The rear post in the upper volume was modeled as a
polyethylene (er = 2.26) insulator. All other parts are
metal and defmed as four conductors. Conductor 1 is the
upper electrode, rod, and support structure. Conductor 2
is the lower electrode, rod, and support structure.
Conductor 3 is the outer wall of the top cylinder.
Conductor 4 is the outer wall of the bottom cylinder, the
prepulse shield, and the rear post of the bottom cylinder.
The model of the waterline switch without a prepulse
shield is shown in Figure 3 where the waterline is rotated
90° counterclockwise from the horizontal. The conductors
were defmed the same as the case with a prepulse shield
except that Conductor 4 was made up of the outer wall c:f
the bottom cylinder and the rear post.

Figure 1. COULOMB 3-D model of the waterline
switches on the Z-accelerator.

Figure 2. One quadrant of the waterline switch with
prepulse shield.

III. CAPACITANCE CALCULATIONS
COULOMB uses the boundary element method to
solve for field distributions and to calculate the inductance
and capacitance of a system of conductors. COULOMB
was used to calculate the capacitance of the switch
electrodes and other conductors in the Z-waterlines. The
conductors were assigned numbers as described above.
The switch capacitance is given as C12, the capacitance
from Conductor 1 to Conductor 2, or as C21, the
capacitance from Conductor 2 to Conductor 1.
COULOMB calculated both for the switch configured
with a prepulse shield and both for the switch without a
prepulse shield.
The results of the switch capacitance calculations are
presented in Table 1.
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Figure 4. SCREAMER circuit model of one level of the Z-accelerator

Table 1. Capacitance of Z-waterline switch
1 -switch

4- switches

88 pF

352 pF

6.0E+06
5.0E+06
14.0E+06

With PPS

1!

§3.0E+06

0

Without PPS

255 pF

1020 pF

2.0E+06
1.0E+06
O.OE+OO -L--IOOIIIi::c:::;__ _ _ _ ___,

IV. CffiCUIT MODEL OF Z
The SCREAMER model of the Z-accelerator is
presented in Figure 4. The circuit represents nine
transmission lines in parallel on one of four levels. The
capacitance, C, across the switch represents the
capacitance of four water line switches in parallel on each
of the nine lines or 36 capacitors in parallel. The current
output of the waterline is plotted in Figure 5 for the two
cases of interest.
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Figure 5. SCREAMER output current predictions for one
level of the Z-accelerator.

Table 2. Capacitance and prepulse current summary.
Switch

Capacitance

1-prepulse
@ 1.251J.sec

With PPS

88 pF

223 kA

Without PPS

255 pF

473 kA

V. ANALYSIS RESULTS
The results of the COULOMB switch-capacitance
calculations and the SCREAMER prepulse-current
calculations are summarized in Table 2 for the Z-waterline
switches configured with and without a prepulse shield.

1.21E-06
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

VII. REFERENCES

It is apparent from the results that the prepulse shield
does suppress the prepulse current. Use of the prepulse
shield decreases the capacitance of the four waterline
switches from 1020 pF to 352 pF. On the other hand, if a
greater prepulse current is desired, the prepulse shield
could be removed.
The Z-accelerator contains several more switches in the
waterline each equipped with prepulse shields. These
switches are presently shorted out. The COULOMB and
SCREAMER models developed in the subject study
could be used to investigate the effects of varying the
capacitance on multiple waterline switches on the
electrical output of the Z-accelerator.
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